
KELLY-JORDAN ENTERPRISES INC. 

June 9, 1972 

Miss Maya Angelou 
620 Colusa Avenue 
Berkeley, California 

Dearest Maya: 

After talking with you the other evening, I was distressed simply 
because you were distressed, and I thought by rereading "Caged Bird11 

I could begin to overlook the areas that need work and concentrate 
more fully on the characters that you have developed. I came out 
of that rereading with the same feeling as we summarily discussed. 
The piece itself is far too important to take ro risk any chances 
on, despite your anxiety to get on with casting and final stages 
of pre-production. 

As I mentioned to you, my dissention and/or observations are not 
entirely my own. I've had several people (totally disinterested 
parties, who I might also add, loved your book beyond belief) far 
more knowledgeable of scenarial script content, that feel more 
work was needed. In as much as your arena is not film writing, 
it is perfectly natural that a first draft screenplay could not 
contain the "t Lght nes s " that would come automatically in your 
third, fourth or fifth works, etc. 

This is basically what is missing: the p±ece reads in novel form 
and not in cinematic form, and this can be a devastating trap 
for an internationally respected author, such as yourself, in 
writing the scenarial of her own book. The situation becomes 
increasingly hairy since "I Know Why The Caged Bird SingsTT is 
surely a classic and the film "Caged BirdTT will be under intense 
scrutiny and is in a position to fail devastatingly by compar.ison 
if every means to crystalize the scenarial is not employed. It 
is always so easy to jump into a lagoon, but it is not until the 
piranha feasts and the skeleton floats to the top, that one realizes 
what happened. 

Therefore, it can never hurt you to reexamine every moment of your 
screenplay in order to bring it to its fullest potential, first 
as a complete screenplay and then to further develop that work 
into the kind of motion picture you can be ultimately proud of. 
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I mean, very simply, fools can always rush in, but we cannot 
afford, nor should we think that a Hugh Robertson, or some such 
other major editor, could come in and 11fix11 what should be very 
clear and in the can in the first place. 

I urge you to engage a scenarist (possibly a very old and experienced 
scenarist who is out of work, but knows cinematic film) there are 
many laying around Hollywood and Marv Miller probably knows a few. 
One week of restructuring can only enhance and crystalize where 
you must take your people once_you're behind those cameras. 

Note: there is no time in a film of this importance, length and pressure 
to rewrite, rehearse, redevelop, once the cameras are rolling. I 
cannot impress you mane with the importance of having a firm scenarial 
than I have already. 

As for character development, Mama stands like a tower of strength. 
Sister lacks development. Shers a ·little too non-knowing and it 
·~hould not appear that she borders on the dense. Brother is 
very believeable. 

Uncle: /(ife ~ :utline single paragraph development of Uncle 
does not carry through. I donrt see the bitterness as it should 
be indicated in his cutting remarks ... and not just the acting. He 
blooms too late at the end, when it should have been building all 
along with concert with the others. 

Mother: must be dealt with again and build upon what you have. There 
are tricks that make her pop which I think should come to mind after 
one good meeting with my suggested scenarist. Re: the dance hall 
scene, she is so alive ... literally you have her leaping over the 
patrons ... that1s a high, fantastic moment ... but it must be sustained ... 
and I donrt mean sustained by having her camping it up all the time. 

Daddy: we discussed. Please, my darling, I keep getting that feeling 
that he is just NOT together. You know that man. 
him. 


